
This new trend colour is a velvety peach tone, comprising a balanced blend of white, yellow and red, which 

radiates harmony, calmness and peace of mind. The name ‘Peach Fuzz’ is inspired by the smooth, soft skin of a 

ripe peach. Just like previous Colors of the Year, Peach Fuzz radiates a bubbly optimism and its sunny character 

makes you think it is spring – whatever the time of year.

A velvety peach tone

A new year brings not only fresh perspectives but also a new colour to impact our design world. The prestigious 

Pantone Color Institute has chosen a shade for 2024 which touches and soothes our senses with a delicate 

warmth: Peach Fuzz (13-1023). 

Peach Fuzz: soft, 

warm and comforting



Light blue shades are also a particularly good match with this friendly colour, while natural materials, such as a 

light wood, create an aesthetic balance between softness and structure. Peach Fuzz as a colour sits in the range 

of powder shades and can therefore also be used as a principal colour in many different interior spaces to create 

surroundings full of vitality. Details can also be picked out in Peach Fuzz to create coloured accents and give 

design concepts a stylish flourish with its light touch and freshness. 

Whether in a living room, workspace or the kitchen, Peach Fuzz has a unique capacity to lift the mood and bring 

rooms to life. Its pleasant warmth brings tranquillity into every space and creates a cosy and intimate 

atmosphere. Peach Fuzz works particularly well with neutral tones such as white, grey and beige, enfolding them 

in its gentle embrace. 

Peach Fuzz in interior design
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Our new colours Apricot and Limitless also fit perfectly in the 

powder shades palette and skilfully create stylish accents with their 

warm aura. Of course, our hinge systems are available to order in 

Peach Fuzz as SIMONSWERK will produce any hinge in your colour 

of preference.

Apricot and Limitless

SIMONSWERK offers as range of surface finishes, from matt black to bronze to allow door hinges to colour-

match a particular design concept. Door hinges in white are the best option for rooms highlighting the new trend 

colour Peach Fuzz. They emphasise the positive vibrancy of the peach tone while exhibiting masterful restraint. 

Even stainless steel hinges coordinate perfectly with Peach Fuzz as they have a timeless quality, allowing them 

to generate real impact with the trend colour. 

Bold use of colour with SIMONSWERK


